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The current-driven electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability in a Q machine operated in
tbe low-density regime (~~/~«) «1 is stabilized by externally generated rf electrostatic
fields in the lower-hybrid range. Stabilization is due to a resonant ponderomotive force,
which reduces the instability frequency, thus increasing the ion-cyclotron damping. The
experimental results are in good agreement with an analysis which describes the effect of
rf power on the instability frequency shift and growth rate.
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Under appropriate conditions the nonlinear in-
teraction between a high-frequency (Q) electro-
static field and a low-frequency (&u) electrostatic
plasma instability (Q»+) can be used to sup-
press the instability. ' ' The high-frequency pump
field E„produces a high-frequency oscillatory
electron velocity v & and the nonlinear interaction
between v& and n, the low-frequency density fluc-
uation associated with the instability, generates
high-frequency sideband electrostatic fields.
These fields beat with E„to produce a pondero-
motive force I"

~ at the instability frequency. De-
pending on its phase, I'~ either increases or de-
creases the instability frequency, () —& + Aw,' if
the instability is subject to a frequency-dependent
damping mechanism, and if 6& is of the proper
sign and magnitude, the instability can be stabi-
lized. In general, E & is conveniently introduced
by exciting a passive, high-frequency, electro-
static plasma resonance with an external source. 4

This stabilization method is closely related to a
technique known as "dither stabilization" in con-
trol engineering. '

The effects of the ponderomotive force in the
stabilization of the collisionless drift wave have
been demonstrated experimentally by using elec-
trostatic fields in the lower-hybrid range of fre-
quencies. ' In the present work, lower-hybrid
waves are used to demonstrate the suppression
of the current-driven electrostatic ion-cyclotron
instability, ' "an important instability recently
observed in tokamaks" and over the auroral zone
of the magnetosphere. " The lower-hybrid wave
can cause a nonlinear frequency shift of the ion-
cyclotron mode, thus reducing m —~„andcaus-
ing a corresponding increase of the ion-cyclotron

damping; this process leads to stabilization if the
amplitude of the lower-hybrid wave is sufficient-
ly large.

In the analysis we consider a cylindrical plasma
with equilibrium density n, in a uniform magnetic
field Bz; a current j =nev„z flows in the direction
of the magnetic field. If v„&v~, where v ~ is the
parallel phase velocity, the plasma is unstable
against the electrostatic ion-cyclotron instabil-
ity, ' "which produces a density perturbation n
=n 'exp[i(tot -k ~ r)], where to ~ +„,the ion-cy-
clotron frequency. &n external source. is used to
excite an electrostatic (lower-hybrid) standing
wave' E„=E„'sin(K ~ r) sinQt = - vC „,where Q

= 0„»the lower-hybrid frequency. This wave
field, in turn, generates an oscillatory electron
velocity V„=V„'sin(K~ r) sinQt. In these experi-
ments (~~,/&u„)«1, so that Qi,„=(K, /K)&o~„
where m~ and w„are, respectively, the electron
plasma and cyclotron frequencies. The electron
equation of motion then yields the transverse ve-
locity V„~=4„K~(e/m)/to„andthe parallel veloc-
ity V„,=4„K,(e/m)Q, in which case V„~/V„,
= &o~,/+„«1and the transverse velocity can be
neglected.

The nonlinear interaction"'4 between V and
n generates density perturbations at sideband
frequencies n, = (K, Vnn )/2Q„where the sym-
bol K, means (K+4), Q, means Q+ to, and n,
=n(K„Q„).In turn, the density sidebands pro-
duce sideband potentials through the high-fre-
quency Poisson equation, these high-frequency
potentials being given by

where s, =—1 —&,. ,K„/Q,K, + (&o„/Q)(kyD) ' and &u
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= (cT,/Be)n, 'dn, /dx is the drift frequency asso-
ciated with the density gradient. This drift term
is found to be small compared with the other
terms in e, and is neglected in the following anal-
ysis.

The low-frequency effects of the potentials C &,
4 -, and C, on the electrons can be described in
terms of a parable/ ponderomotive force"" I ~-=—eel,./s~ = ——,'~(s/s~)(v, .v„.+ v, v„,),
where V„=—ey, k„/mQ, and from Eq. (1), C~
= (a/2k, kD)'(T, /noe)y(Q)n . The coupling param-
eter a =k, eE,~&"/mQ' and y(Q) is the resonance
function

Q2+ 2

(Q „K,)' —((u„K„)'

(2)

The component of the high-frequency pump wave
with K- -A has been omitted since it only intro-
duces an additive term without affecting the phys-
ics. The density perturbation n can also be writ-
ten in terms of 4~ through the use of the low-
frequency susceptibility: n = (k'/4ne)y, (~)(C
+4~ ). The potential C is then determined by
using this expression for z in the low-frequency
Poisson equation, in which the ion density is giv-
en by the usual linear ion susceptibility. " This
procedure yields the relation 4 = —[y, (v)/e(~)]
x C~, where e(cu) =1+y,(~)+y,.(~). The expres-
sions for C and C~ are now used in the rela-
tions for n and we obtain the dispersion relation
for the current-driven electrostatic ion-cyclo-
tron wave in the presence of the high-frequency
field, where the standard expressions" are used
for y, ((e) and y, (( ):

1+a'cp(Q)/4(k, xD)'+b, +b;~/2((u —(u„.)+i m'" '+ *' '* exp
kgvrg kg vga — 2 kgvz'

This dispersion relation yields the instability frequency

~ =~„.(l+ 2b, [l e b, +otp(Q)] ']
and the growth rate

=0. (3)

(4)

v,
2"'[1+b, +ay&(Q)] vr, k, vr, k, vr;

(CO-(2 )
2(k, vr, )' (5)

where o. =a'/4(k, AD)'= V„,'~~, '/2vr, 'Q', and b,
= —,(k p„)',where p„is the ion Larmor radius.

The three terms in the curly brackets in (5)
are recognized as (1) the electron-drift growth
term, (2) the electron Landau damping term [first
term of the expanded exponential for +/(k, vr, )
«1], and (3) the ion-cyclotron damping term.
When 8 =0, Eqs. (4) and (5) reduce to the stand-
ard expressions for the frequency and growth
rate. ' The saturated amplitude of the instability
is proportional to the growth rate. ' Finally, we
note that modifications of the mode structure of
the ion-cyclotron instability caused by the lower-
hybrid pump have not been included since these
should only cause small quantitative changes. '

The experiments are carried out in the single-
ended collisionless Q-machine plasma configura-
tion described earlier in which the nominal val-
ues of the pertinent parameters are as follows:
u&, = 5.6&& 10' rad/sec, ~„.= 3.9&& 10' rad/sec, T,
=0.22 eV, plasma radius R =2 cm, ~~,/u, „=10',
AD =3&& 10 ' cm, b, =2(k~pz) =0.48. A special in-
ductive coupler' excites single, discrete lower-
hybrid electrostatic modes in which the values of
K, and K~ are quantized" by the finite plasma

! geometry (K, =0.05 cm ). The experiments re-"1

quired a detailed knowledge of the lower-hybrid
modes, especially the precise value of OLH for a
given mode, since the quantity Q —Q~„in Eq. (2)
determines the sign of the ponderomotive force.
These modes have been investigated in detail
elsewhere. '

In the experiments described here we excite a
current-driven instability whose frequency, w
= 1.16( l„,is found to be proportional to B and in-
dependent of k„'this instability is identified-as
the electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability. Meas-
urements of the transverse mode structure show
k~=—3.5 cm '; using the experimental parameters
given above and this value of k~ in Eq. (4), we
find ~ =—1.15~„,in good agreement with the ob-
served value. These results agree with earlier
experimental results on the electrostatic ion-cy-
clotron instability. ' ' The experimental proce-
dure then consists of determining the dependence
of the instability frequency & and growth rate y
on the radio-frequency power: I', f ~E'. For this
purpose the applied frequency Q/2m is kept fixed
at 0.82 MHz, in which case it is found that the
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ponderomotive force acts to reduce ~. The ex-
periment is performed by increasing the current
to a level slightly above the level that corresponds
to instability onset with I', &=0. The radio-fre-
quency power P, &

is then gradually increased from
zero and the oscillation frequency &; and steady-
state amplitude A, = const@ are determined as
functions of P, &.

The experiments, l functions &u =m(P, &) and A,
=A, (P, &) are conveniently presented as a raster
display, "in which the current-driven cyclotron
mode is observed on a spectrum analyzer. Suc-
cessive sweeps of the spectrum analyzer are
stacked, one above the other (on an auxiliary os-
cilloscope), while P, &

is increased linearly at a
slow rate by an electronic ramp circuit, thus
forming a display like that in Fig. 1. This figure
shows qualitatively the frequency reduction Aa~

associated with the E' term in Eq. (4) and the as-
sociated reduction in amplitude caused by the low-
er value of &u in the exponential term in Eq. (5).

Quantitative information is presented in Fig. 2,
in which is plotted the function &u = ~ (P, q) taken
from the raster display in Fig. 1 after prelimi-
nary data processing. Evidently + =w(P„)is a
linear function of P, &

over almost an order-of-
magnitude variation of P, f denoted by the seg-
ment I-II in Fig. 2, which is the range of interest.
In comparing Eq. (4) with the segment I-II in Fig.
2 we note that the total frequency variation over
this interval is small (0.6%), implying that 1 b;
»ay(Q). Then Eg. (4) can be expanded and when
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FIG. 2. The frequency of the current-driven ion-
cyclotron instability as a function of P,f, the rf power
in the lower-hybrid range. The present discussion is
concerned with the segment I-II, in which the experi-
mental points lie reasonably close to a straight line.
The saturation effect beyond II is not considered here.
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the appropriate numerical values are substituted
we find the expression u = v„[1.16 —bony(&)/
2(1+b,)']. The fact that the experimental function
~ = + (P, &) is linear verifies the linear scaling pre-
dicted by Eg. (4).

In Fig. 3 the steady-state amplitude A, is plot-
ted as a function of 4w, the frequency shift in
Fig. 2; the points marked I and II correspond on
the two figures. The solid curve represents a
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FIG. 1.. Raster display (Ref. 1.7) showing the reduc-
tion of the frequency and amplitude of the current-
driven ion-cyclotron instability caused by the applica-
tion of radio-frequency power in the lower-hybrid range
of frequencies. The instability signal is derived from
fluctuations in the current to the endplate.
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FIG. 3. Steady-state amplitude of the current-driven
ion-cyclotron instability as a function of the frequency
shift in Fig. 2. The solid curve is a one-point fit to the
theory as given in Eq. (5). The scatter in the experi-
mental points to the left-hand side of I is attributed to
noise effects, which become important at low rf power.
The deviation to the right-hand side of II is associated
with the saturation effect in Fig. 2.
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one-point fit of Eq. (4) to the experimental points
for the following values of the parameters: T,.
= 0.5 eV= 2T„v~/vr, =0.16, and k, =me/L =0.16
cm '. It is found that ~ = 3 is the only value that
can be fitted to the experimental data with rea-
sonable values of T, and v„. For ~ ) 3 the mode
is prevented from growing by ion-cyclotron damp-
ing and for ~ & 3 by electron Landau damping.

In interpreting Fig. 3 we note that the experi-
mental function A, =A, (La!) corresponds to a
damping increment of 10 db (power) for a 0.4%
change in frequency, indicating that it is caused
by a damping mechanism which is an extremely
sensitive function of frequency, identified here
as the ion-cyclotron damping described by the
third term in Eq. (4). This interpretation is sup-
ported by considering the experimental proce-
dure described here. With P„=O,the current is
increased slightly beyond onset, in which case v„
is increased from v„&v~to v„)v~. Under these
conditions the data used to plot the curve in Fig.
3 show that the electron-drift growth term is
about 10% larger than the electron Landau damp-
ing term. The growth rate is then positive and
the instability grows until nonlinear saturation
occurs. Under these conditions the frequency is
given by Eq. (4) with F. , &=0, and the ion-cyclo-
tron damping is negligible. With P, &&0, the fre-
quency is shifted downward so that the ion-cyclo-
tron damping term reaches 7/0 of the drift term
when P„reaches 60 mW, while the other two
terms remain virtually unchanged, to reduce the
growth rate sharply. Finally, since little of the
coil power flow is dissipated (coil Q = 100), the
maximum power input to the plasma neglecting
resistive losses in the coil is (60 mW/Q) or 0.6
mW. This sets an upper bound on lower-hybrid
power flow, (wR'E„'/8m)v„where v, =—0/K„so
that E li„=(K,/K)E „=9.2 x 10 ' esu. Equation (4)
predicts a downward frequency shift of —1% for
the instability at this field, in rough agreement

with observations.
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